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Tech Bytes
plone migration
The university is migrating to a
new version of the Plone web
platform. To take advantage
of all of the performance
enhancements offered by
Plone 4, each university
department must recreate
their site by July 1, 2014.
We will support departments
working on their websites
who are experiencing
difficulty meeting the July 1
deadline. Each department’s
circumstance will be evaluated
and an extended timeframe will
be mutually agreed upon.
The university’s Plone 3
environment is reaching
end of life and there is an
urgent need for this change.
If you are given an extension,
we cannot guarantee the
stability of the Plone 3
system and the availability of
your website.
Request a staging site now
at https://netapps.louisville.
edu/SiteManager/Account.

training
Migrating your Plone 3 site
yourself? Take advantage of
IT’s Plone 4 training. Need
help with SharePoint or
other training? See what free
training is available at http://
louisville.edu/it/departments/
consulting/training.

Unplugged?
why staying plugged in may be the better option
Wireless technology is great.
It is versatile and allows us to
stay connected while on the
go. Advances in technology
have improved the speed
and security of wireless
networks making it even more
convenient. It seems like a
win-win scenario to unshackle

IT’s Pervasive Wireless
project was not
intended to replace
the wired network, but
rather to enhance and
complement it.
our computers and be free
of those burdensome wires,
right? Not so fast! While it
is true that advances have
been made to the speed and
security capabilities of wireless
networks, challenges still
remain. The Pervasive Wireless

project, completed in 2012 by
IT, was not intended to replace
the wired network, but rather
to enhance and complement
it. Before “unplugging” your
departments’ computers from
the wired network, there are a
few things to consider.

Bandwidth
Bandwidth, as relates to
networking, defines the net
bit rate, channel capacity,
or maximum throughput
of a communication path
in a digital communication
system. OK, enough with the
technical mumbo jumbo, the
point is, there is only so much
bandwidth available. These
days, most people, especially
college students, carry several
wireless devices at a given
time. Smartphones, tablets,
laptops—they all consume
the available bandwidth. Most
people leave those devices on
and connected to the network,

even when they aren’t currently
using them, which can burden
a wireless node in a densely
populated building or area of
campus. It is for this reason
that leaving your desktop
computer, or even a laptop
when you are not currently
mobile, wired to the network is
a good idea. Not only is your
connection faster, more secure
and more reliable, but you are
also freeing up the bandwidth
for those who can’t wire in to
the system. Transferring large
files is faster and more reliable
over the wired network as well.

Security and Stability
As mentioned before, great
strides have been made in
wireless security. The ULsecure
network is an encrypted system,
and although it has checks
and balances in place, it will
never be as secure as a wired
network, according to Mike
Continued on pg. 2

“XPosed” to danger?

Windows XP end-of-life has come and gone.
Are you upgraded?
If you are still using the Windows XP operating system, you are leaving yourself
exposed to dangerous viruses, malware and other security risks. Microsoft
support for XP ended on April 8, 2014, in accordance with Microsoft’s Support
Lifecycle policy. There will be no new security updates or virus definitions, and free
or paid assisted support options or online technical content updates for XP will no
longer be available. If you are still using XP, please upgrade your software as soon
as possible.
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Dyre, IT’s director of research
computing. Wireless networks,
by their very nature, are more
easily compromised because
the network now extends
beyond the physical walls of the
office, giving attackers another
potential way inside. There is
also less control over the types
of devices that are connected
and what personal security
protocols are being used to
ward off malware and other

harmful attacks.

The true cost of wireless
Contrary to popular belief,
wireless infrastructure is
actually more expensive
to provide than all those
physical wires and ports.
With the Pervasive Wireless
project, UofL has created
and implemented one of the
better networks around in
terms of speed and coverage.

HelpDesk Heroes
Technology is amazing—when
it works. When it is working
against you, however, your
productivity can come to a
grinding halt. Thankfully, we
have an experienced and
knowledgeable team of
professionals working for the IT
HelpDesk to get you back on
track.
If you need assistance
accessing your university
accounts, unlocking your
password, accessing wireless—
the HelpDesk has got you
covered. HelpDesk employees
are trained in Sharepoint,
Microsoft Office, Blackboard
and more, and contrary to
popular belief, they can even
help you out with your Mac.
Kimberly Black-Maffet,
Assistant AD for Human
Resources, University of
Louisville Athletics, has used
the HelpDesk several times in
the past and has always been
impressed with the level of
care she has received. “There
was a period of time where I
experienced several glitches in
a row with my PC, laptop and
phone. Each time, I got top-

notch help from the people at
the HelpDesk,” raved Kim.

That level of “technology and
pervasiveness, and the cost
to install and maintain it, has
been a multi-million dollar
endeavor for IT,” says Dyre.
“While wireless networks don’t
have wiring to a wall plate, we
do have to equip each building
with many wireless access
points, and multiple wireless
management servers in the
data center. Fortunately we
have been able to stretch the

funding for voice and data
networking to include wireless
as well.”
For more information:
http://louisville.edu/it/
departments/communications/
wireless
Additional Sources:
http://louisville.edu/it/departments/
communications/funding-model
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Wiredvs-wireless-in-the-enterprise

It really would have been enough if they solved my
problem, but they did so much more than that.

As frustrating as computer
problems can be, Kim says,
“The HelpDesk handled all of
my calls with enthusiasm. The
operators were funny and put
me at ease. Their personalities
really came through over the
phone. It really would have
been enough if they solved my
problem, but they did so much
more than that.”
Kim was so impressed
with her recent HelpDesk
experience that she sent an
email to Priscilla Hancock, VP
of Information Technology
expressing her gratitude. Kim
noted, “People are often
very quick to complain when
something goes wrong or
they are treated badly—and
rightfully so. However, I feel it is
just as important to encourage
somebody you feel has gone
above and beyond.”
Dr. Hancock couldn’t agree
more. “To get a note like Kim’s
makes my day. My staff not
only solved the problem but
put her at ease and made her

Kimberly Black-Maffet, Assistant AD for Human Resources, University of Louisville Athletics

laugh. What more could I ask?
They are winners.”
The HelpDesk in an invaluable
resource for the university, and
it’s easy to take advantage of.
You can call, e-mail or even
chat online with a technician
in order to get your problem
solved. What could be easier?
For more information:
louisville.edu/it/helpdesk
852-7997

HelpDesk Hours
Mon. thru Thurs.: 6am - 10pm
Friday: 6am - 5pm
Saturday: 7am - 5pm
Sunday: 10am - 10pm
University Holidays 7am - 5pm
Thanksgiving Day: Closed
Christmas Day: Closed
852-7997
louisville.edu/it/helpdesk

